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Our activities in 2019

60

31

EPP parties and
organisations

Albania

Kosovo

Armenia

Lebanon

Austria

Lithuania

Belarus

Luxembourg

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Moldova

Bulgaria

Montenegro

Croatia

Morocco

Czechia

20
Tirana (AL)
Aghveran (AM)
Tsaghkadzor (AM)
Vienna (AT)

Target
countries

North Macedonia

Finland

Poland

Georgia

Portugal

Germany

Romania

Greece

Serbia

Hungary

Slovakia

Ireland

Slovenia

Italy

Spain
Ukraine

Training
locations
Rabat (MA)
Chișinău (MD)
Rožaje (ME)
Sutomore (ME)

Budapest (HU)
Prishtina (KS)
Beirut (LB)
Trakai (LT)

Brussels (BE)
Sarajevo (BH)
Tbilisi (GE)
Hajdúnánás (HU)

Ohrid (MK)
Cluj (RO)
Chernivtsi (UA)
Kyiv (UA)

speakers from

284 3 continents
36 alumni

events

96/365 days

26.3%

475

pure training

participants

~4 Airbus 320

WHO
WE
ARE

The Robert Schuman Institute (RSI) is the European educational center for politicians
and parties belonging to the political family of the European People’s Party (EPP).
While many EPP parties have their own foundations and training institutions, RSI is
unique in focusing on the European level. Our seminars, trainings and study visits
involve participants, speakers and cooperation partners from several countries.

DORIS PACK
RSI President
Together we invest in training young
leaders, credible and capable politicians of
the future, and in building a strong and
stable Europe based on the rule of law.

VOLUNTEER
SPEAKERS
NEEDED

PATRICK VOLLER
EPP Secretary of External Relations

1
Pass your
experience

2

Teaching our values, training future leaders,
enlarging our network and thereby strengthening
the EPP family: this is what the RSI does as a
valuable partner by investing in promising young
people, strengthening our common European project.

Take responsibility for
a new political elite

DOINA GHERMAN
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Get inspired by
young politicians

Member of Parliament, President of PAS Women
RSI remains the most inspiring place for
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me. It is the starting point for many young

Build your network in
SEE, EE and MENA
countries

politicians from Eastern Europe.
Together we will succeed.

RSI is a connection point and exchange platform in a

WHAT
WE CAN DO
FOR YOU
We deeply appreciate
your donation to
help our work.

diverse EPP family. With a trainer pool of 1,000+ and varied
curricula built and tested over two decades, we are ready to
implement capacity building projects for your party.

CLICK HERE

oﬃce@schuman-institute.eu

TO HELP US

@schuman.institute

RSI is maintained by
grants, donations and
membership fees.

@rsi_budapest

